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 Church Publishing is an independent eBook house inspired by  

Noodle Church, the fictional superhero who teamed with Aliens to end 

the global war on terror then lay framework for World Peace on Earth.  

Church Publishing aims to market stories that help people build better, 

more productive societies. 

 Founded in 2011 when Church joined forces with author Cosmo 

Starlight, creator of Noodle Church, to produce the serial Church, The 

Television Show, upon publishing Starlight's first novel Freedom 

Incorporated in 2012 the house since published its second author Ethan 

Collins in ‘13.  In 2014 the Company began publishing non-fiction with 

“White Paper on Security” and “50 State’s 

Departments of Corrections.” 

 ▲Church is expanding genres, 

formats, and distribution in 2015 and has 

two new novels in its pipeline including 

“Freedom Afrika” and “Do Not Mix with 

Alcohol” so check Church's website 

often! 
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Author at ▲Church Publishing 

www.church-publishing.com 

C osmo 

Starlight is a 

humanist and 

naturalist who 

began writing 

after conceiving 

Church, The 

Television 

Show.  That original web series depicts Noodle Church leading up to the character’s 

incarceration and it’s currently available free for online reading devices.  Starlight’s 

debut novel Freedom Incorporated contrasts freedom versus power.  This writer’s lens 

is dichotomy of positive and negative; in all themes of Starlight’s work it’s applied to 

include economics, political organization, metaphysics, and alternate history.  The 

author’s subjects are governments, markets, community-networks, the people and 

more. 

Freedom Afrika is Starlight’s sequel narrative to Freedom Incorporated.  Titled after 

that continent bearing its name and renowned for freedom, adventure, plus their  

associated dangers, Freedom Afrika follows protagonist Noodle Church after his 

escape from Freedom Incorporated’s solitary confinement ward. 

Author Cosmo Starlight believes strongly societies united in opposition to weapon-

ized conflict shine as beacons of freedom that 

lead Earth, he suggests forging mechanisms into 

bedrock societies are built upon that preserve 

justice well in advance of discord. 

Cosmo Starlight resides in remote terrain.  He 

pops up once per year to publish a book.  When 

not writing author Starlight absorbs basic human 

values from relationships created along with cul-

turally significant peoples predating a thousand 

years of Western history.  This author’s objective 

is to discover universal truth; he hopes that truth will unite the world as one. 

“What you believe in isolation be-

comes true for you in isolation. A 

belief with another becomes true 

for you two others can echo in 

concert. Judges' beliefs become 

true for the sentenced, and truth 

societies share manifest all over 

the world. War, crime, ignorance, 

and sickness start with you 

or may end forever.”  

Cosmo Starlight 

-C.S. 
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 Freedom has become a labor camp.  Cameras, 

cyber surveillance, and clandestine security contain 

truth as free-citizens engineer systems that restrict 

children inside the boundaries of a police state.  Set 

in 2042, society’s day-wardens are fighting those 

who manage the corporation at night while super-

wardens struggle amid government expansion. 

 Prisoner Noodle Church didn’t mind working in 

Freedom Incorporated but refuses to call it freedom. 

That’s a big mistake!  Refusal to ignore truth lands 

Noodle inside Freedom Incorporated’s medium-

security ward where day-shift wardens pressure 

him to talk about wardens working at night.  Yet, 

when Noodle exercises his right to remain silent because living in Freedom 

is easier that way, super-wardens demanding his experience living in 

covert society take the hero for interrogation. 

 A beacon of freedom in day/night wardens’ bi-polar war for power, 

protecting sources of his inspiration gets Noodle moved to high-security 

but before being locked in super-maximum security wardens offer Noodle 

a deal; he can return to work in the low-security ward of Freedom 

Incorporated if he pleads insanity then testifies clandestine security 

caught following him were a figment of his imagination.  Noodle refuses. 

 Night-shift wardens try murdering him, day-shift wardens place 

Noodle in solitary confinement.  From there he’s writing to you, prisoners 

of Freedom Incorporated, asking for the freedom to lead this corporation 

without bombs, bullets, powders, or policemen. 

Freedom Incorporated by 

Cosmo Starlight. 

ISBN # 978 130 132 9083  

               S ixth  Edit io n  

by Cosmo Starlight 

Freedom Incorporated 
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F reedom Incorporated’s first edition cover is 

a double-entendre.  Entities incorporated 

Inc. get created to contain all subsidiaries.  In this 

novel one massive low-security prison has 

incorporated local, state, judicial, congressional, 

and executive government as well as their political 

parties.  It's incorporated private companies 

through nationalization, partnerships, and/or 

regulation but functions behind veiled security.   

As a whole society now needs to turn a profit in 

order to pay off its debts.  In business that's 

normal, but in Freedom Incorporated management 

operates covertly. 

I 
n this secret corporation no one knows about, prisoners who find out are 

killed.  In Freedom Incorporated prisoner Noodle Church is poisoned then 

imprisoned without a charge.  

He's held for seven days without 

a trial or right to his defense.  

But, in ▲Church author Cosmo 

Starlight's last chapter, there’s a 

positive message to be interpreted 

as free speech.  This first edition 

book-cover draws the conclusion 

of Church’s remodel: 

Freedom Inc. as  

Freedom Ink. 

1st. edition eBook-cover 

Freedom Ink 

Freedom Incorporated by Cosmo 

Starlight.1st. edition book-cover. 

“I don’t mind living in a 

prison having levels of 

security surveillance but I 

want to know its rules. I 

want to know when wardens 

have read my journals and 

letters, infiltrated friends 

and family, or talked to 

my wife.” 
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